Resources

Deep Learning on Rails with PyTorch Lightning

Thanks for watching the session! Here are a few resources that are particularly relevant to what we covered:

- Slides
- Sign Up to Lightning AI to Code Along With Us!
- [CODE ALONG] Building a Diffuser Model From Scratch with PyTorch
- [TUTORIAL] PyTorch Tutorial: Building a Simple Neural Network From Scratch
- [BLOG] A Guide to PyTorch Certifications & Certificates
- [COURSE] Introduction to Deep Learning with PyTorch
- [CODE ALONG SERIES] Become an AI Developer
- [CHEAT SHEET] Deep Learning with PyTorch Cheat Sheet

Don’t Forget! —

Sign up for our
Future Events
Subscribe to the DataFramed podcast

New to DataCamp?

- Learn on the go using the DataCamp mobile app
- Empower your business with world-class data and AI skills with DataCamp for business